
The following operational strategy to seek a solution to the situation:  

 SAPS will enter into dialogue with the protesters – giving an opportunity for a non-

tactical resolution. 

 SAPS will protect life and property should the need arise by responding 

proportionally to such force.   

 SAPS will exercise caution to protect its members without provoking aggression 

from the protesters. 

 

The Mission was: 

“A combined SAPS force will restore stability to the Lonmin Mine area in Marikana 

from 14 August 2012 by deploying proactively with a visible show of force, isolating 

the transgressing group and ensuring an orderly processing of gatherers to extract 

weapons and identify suspects involved in the unrest.” 

 

The three escalating stages to operationalize the strategy were:  

Stage 1: 

 SAPS to deploy a monitoring contingent of POP members with a negotiation 

component to engage in dialogue – seeking a peaceful disarming and dispersion 

resolution. This would allow for the Police to move closer to the crowd of 

protesters gathered at the koppie in order to monitor their behaviour and to 

engage in dialogue to negotiate a peaceful dispersion. The SAPS armoured 

vehicles would place a presence between the koppie and the informal settlement 

and Wonderkop hostel towards the east in order to prevent clashes between the 

protesters and the residents of the area, as had happened on Saturday 11th 

August 2012.  

 The POP members in the armoured vehicles would have a response group of 

Tactical Response Team (TRT) members approximately 100 meters to their rear 

(east). The TRT members could respond to assist their colleagues should the 

protesters threaten the POP members’ lives to the point where they could not 

escape or were forced to exit their armoured vehicles because of the vehicles 

being set alight. If forced to exit their vehicles, the POP members would have had 

to protect themselves against an armed crowd using mostly non-lethal crowd 



control equipment which, considering the number of protesters, could prove to be 

insufficient and thus ineffective as was the case on Monday 13th August 2012 

when the POP members were overrun, hacked and shot to death by the 

protesters. 

 A reserve group comprising of: 

o additional POP armoured vehicles with barbed wire trailers (whose purpose 

was to form barriers around infrastructure should the protesters mobilise 

towards an anticipated target),  

o tactical forces from the National Intervention Unit and Special Task Force,  

o Dog Unit members, and 

o Emergency Medical Services, Fire Brigade, Crime Scene and Investigation 

experts etc. 

These Units were placed at a rear position out of sight of the protesters known as 

“Forward Holding Area” (which later came to be referred to as Forward Holding 

Area 1), about one kilometre from the koppie in order to respond as a backup if 

necessary. [By the Wednesday a second Forward Holding Area (Forward Holding 

Area 2) was created towards the west to protect possible targeted mine 

infrastructure as well as a smaller informal settlement towards the west].  

 The SAPS helicopters would be used for conveying information to the JOC and to 

the ground forces. This would include providing photograph and video footage of 

the crowd and environment to the JOC to enhance situational awareness. One of 

the SAPS helicopters would become an aerial command post should the Police 

need to mobilise outside of the planned activity of Stage 1 or 2. The South African 

Air Force helicopter would be utilized as a response platform for high risk Police 

teams – based at the rear Staging Area where the Joint Operations Centre was 

located at the Lonmin Mine’s Rescue Unit.  

11. 

Stage 2: 

 Would starts with SAPS deploying the Stage 1 strategy to continue monitoring the 

crowd as well as pursuing dialogue to seek a peaceful disarming and dispersion 

solution. 

 Stage 2 is only initialised when the threat level against the Police increases or as a 



prelude to a Stage 3 deployment. This would provide a show of force to dissuade 

action and promote a peaceful disarmament and dispersal. 

 The reserve force would be brought forward to the Stage 1 deployment Police 

front line area as a show of force with the intent to dissuade confrontation with the 

Police.  

 The POP reserves in armoured vehicles from Forward Holding Area 1&2 would 

reinforce the Stage 1 Police formation at the koppie as a show of force to dissuade 

crowd aggression being focussed towards the Police members. They would assist 

the Police in repelling an advance by the protesters if attacked while still in a 

Stage 2 state and would form part of the Police dispersion and arresting action if 

the Police JOC called for a Stage 3 intervention.  

 Armoured vehicles with barbed wire trailers would position between the Police line 

and the protesters. The wire would not be deployed – only pre-positioned. This 

would allow the Police to rapidly deploy the barbed wire to close off the Police 

“safe area” from aggressive approaches by the protesters. Inside this “safe area” 

would be Police reserve forces, emergency medical services, media and others as 

required.  

 The STF and NIU would move from Forward Holding Area 1 to an area identified 

as the Immediate Reaction Areas to the south (generally out of sight behind the 

power station) and the remainder of the NIU to the far north of the koppie to an 

area identified as Immediate Reaction Area 2, sufficiently away to not be a target 

for the protesters as they were in soft skinned vehicles. Their roles were to provide 

assistance to the POP and TRT should they experience imminent life threatening 

circumstances.  

 A reaction team from STF or NIU positioned at the Rear Staging Area would be 

sporadically airborne to provide a show of force deployable from the air. This 

group would be mobile enough to provide a rapid response to wayward incidents 

or incidents where protesters isolate Police members, media representatives or 

innocent members of the public in life threatening circumstances. 

 The SAPS elements dealing with crime scenes remain at Forward Holding Area 1 

to keep away from any conflict.  

 Stage 2 deployment was multi purposed –  

o To provide a show of force to dissuade action and promote a peaceful 



resolution; 

o To enable the Police to pre-position a Stage 3 force without causing alarm and 

causing irrational decisions by the protesters through panic. In other words not 

employing a Stage 3 deployment from the Forward Holding Areas which were 

both more than a kilometre away; 

Providing a higher level of preparedness in view of protecting the SAPS, other 

supporting elements co-opted into the operation whose services are required for 

contingency procedures in event of emergency and the media.   

12. 

Stage 3: 

 This is to be employed where negotiations are deemed unsuccessful by Police 

authorities and a tactical option needs to be employed to resolve the situation. 

 The option considered was to arrest perpetrators who refused to disarm by 

dispersing them into smaller groups, isolating individuals or groups and disarming 

them for processing. 

 The dispersion strategy would enable the Police to deal with more manageable 

disorganized groups. This would prove easier to handle than a group numbering 

up to 3000 persons. The dispersion strategy would also allow the water cannons 

to be used to break up larger groups of tight formation and structuring.  

 The deploying of the barbed wire to assist in channelling the dispersion westwards 

away from the Police towards more open ground.  

 Stage 3 would be implemented within the force continuum as follows: 

o Verbal command to disperse in languages the protesters understand, including 

Fanagalo, Xhosa, Zulu etc, with a time frame as decided upon by the 

Operational Commander, considering the size of the crowd. 

o On failure to disperse after verbal request, advancement of the water cannon to 

engage the protesters to get them to disperse, flanked by Nyalas with the POP 

members deployed outside the armoured vehicles. The Nyalas would serve as 

safe havens for POP members  members on foot to retreat to should the 

protesters advance to attack them with sharp edged weapons as happened on 

Monday 13th August 2012 or from a distance with firearms. 

o Administering of tear gas to encourage the group to break up. 



o Follow up with stun grenades to force dispersion. 

o Rubber rounds to encourage dispersion. 

o Should the protesters attack the POP members in the dispersion line who would 

be outside their Nyalas, a second line of armed TRT backed up by the NIU and 

STF following behind the POP line would respond proportionately to address 

the threat.  

o The TRT, NIU and STF would also be responsible for close quarter 

confrontations to approach groups armed with sharp edged weapons that 

refused to disperse and congregated on the higher ground of the koppie where 

the armoured vehicles and water cannons could not access. Armed officers 

approaching and instructing protesters, with hand motions as well as verbally, 

to lay down weapons and lie on the ground for searching and securing. 

 Secure suspects on scene and transport suspects to holding cells. 

 Process suspects and evidence. 

 

 


